Envelope Styles

With thousands of different styles of envelopes
on the market, it can sometimes be a bit
overwhelming to look at them all at once.
That’s where styles come in—by helping you to
narrow down the exact type of envelope to fit
your needs. Common styles include:
Commercials Style
Commercials are the most common style of business envelopes.
They’re typically used for most correspondence and billing,
with the most popular being the #10. The sizes of commercials
range from a #6-1/4 (smallest) to a #14 (largest). Commercials
are open side envelopes, with or without windows.

Reusable

Great for banks,
rental facilities,
post offices, condos
or government
agencies. Made of a
heavy-duty kraft stock.

Remittance/Dual Purpose
These envelopes are manufactured
with side seams and a traditional
remoistening seal. Used for
ordering & remittance. #6-3/4
comes with a perf to be used as a
dual purpose, to be pulled off and
mailed back.
Available in 6-1/4, 6-3/4
and #9.

Catalogs and Booklets
Open End Catalogs open on the
short dimension, and Open Side
Booklets open on the
long dimension. Both
styles typically have
standard gum,
Pull & Seal or
Latex Seal to seal
their contents.
Available in white
wove & brown kraft.
First Class Border
available in many
stock sizes.

Bangtail

Bangtail envelopes are
self-contained marketing
vehicles that include a
detachable coupon
directly on the envelope.
#8 Bangtail & #9 Bangtail available.

Florist

Florist envelopes fit small
cards perfectly to promote
your customer’s business.
Measures 3” x 4-1/2” and
available with or
without window.

Coin/Teller Helper
A variety of small envelopes,
each with a unique purpose.
We have two coin sizes and
eight popular teller styles.
Non-standard sizes and styles
are also available.

Church Tithing
Tithing envelopes will
accommodate checks and
currency without folding to fit.
Customize with the church and
organization information.

Currency (Inner/Outer)

Currency gift envelopes are
the perfect size to hold
cash and checks.
Great marketing
tool for banks
and credit unions.
Credit Card Sleeve
Sleeves fit securely in wallet card slots
and purses and are proven to protect
your customer’s privacy and secure
their data. Sleeves come in two sizes:
2-1/4” x 3-1/2” and 2-3/8” x 3-1/2”

Announcements
Announcement envelopes have
deep square flaps with side seams.
They are used with cards, informal
mailings, social and commercial
announcements. This style envelope
is enhanced by the use of many
kinds of paper stocks.
Letterhead
Complementing its wide variety of envelope lines, we offer a
vast array of letterhead stock to provide a consistent image.

